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Bogans hopes to be a pest to Hawks' Johnson 

Bulls guard wants to make him work for everything 

By Vaughn McClure, Tribune reporter 

5:19 PM CDT, May 1, 2011 

Bulls guard Keith Bogans stopped short of guaranteeing 
how many points he would hold Hawks star Joe Johnson 
to in Game 1 of their Eastern Conference semifinals 
series Monday night. 
 
"I've had my days when I've said that, and a guy has 
gone out and had 40 on me," Bogans said. "So I think 
I've learned my lesson." 
 
But Bogans understands what it takes to keep Johnson in 
check. The two have faced each other for years, dating 
back to college when Bogans was at Kentucky and 
Johnson at Arkansas. 
 
"I remember those days, when I used to shoot the ball all 
the time," Bogans said. "We would go back and forth. In 
particular, I remember the SEC tournament game. I think he ended up with more points, but we won." 
 
For the record, Johnson outscored Bogans 24-23 in the 2001 tourney, but Kentucky won 87-78. 
 
Of course, the Bulls don't need Bogans to trade baskets with Johnson. He can leave the scoring to 
backcourt mate Derrick Rose. Yet Bogans has to be sound defensively against a player capable of 
putting up 30 on any given night. 
 
Part of his strategy is sure to include keeping Johnson from driving right, fronting him in the post and 
staying down on Johnson's pump fakes. Johnson shot just 18 of 46 from the field while averaging 13.7 
points in three regular-season matchups with Bogans and the Bulls. 
 
"Not giving him anything easy, making him work, not letting him move freely," Bogans said, referring 
to the keys to stopping Johnson. "Just make every pass, every cut, every shot contested. I almost want to 
be a pest." 
 
Johnson, who shot 44 percent from the field in the regular season while scoring 18.2 points per game, 
was more of your "average Joe" in the Hawks' first-round series against the Magic. He managed just 
39.6 percent shooting in six games and had just five points on 2 of 12 shooting in a 101-76 loss in Game 
5. 
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But with ex-Bull Kirk Hinrich (hamstring) expected to be sidelined for this series, the Hawks will need 
Johnson's firepower more than ever. 
 
"I think he's going to be a little bit more aggressive because they're going to need him to create more 
offense for guys," Bogans said. "With Hinrich being out, he's going to turn it up a little bit." 
 
And that means more isolation plays for Johnson in the half-court. 
 
"That plays to our advantage," Bogans said. "If you want to iso … I think with any teams, if you're 
doing one-one-ones, for a team to just be set defensively and ready to help, that's always a good thing. 
 
"But even if Joe is not making baskets, he's not going to give up. He's a great player." 
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